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LET’S TALK ABOUT
TOMORROW TODAY

Online Master of Arts in Sustainability Leadership

The CLU MSL
Sustainability Works for Everyone
The M. A. in Sustainability Leadership is an interdisciplinary degree program that examines how
decision-making and activities impact society, the environment, and economic value -- the triple
bottom line of the new economy: people, planet, and profit.
A Flexible, Faster Timeline
The CLU MSL is an affordable 13-month program for full-time students that’s designed to empower
working adults. You’ll apply what you’ve learned to your current employment and your job responsibilities
can be incorporated into your academic assignments.
A Career that Sustains You and the Planet
The Sustainability Leadership program offers skills that can be utilized in the private or public sector.
Students receive contemporary leadership tools for outreach or activism that are applicable in both
for-profit and nonprofit roles. Sustainability careers can be found in the areas of social planning,
environmental science, government, public health, construction, economics, technology, and design.
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Affordable
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claremontlincoln.edu

Life-Changing
World-Changing

Your Experience Counts with Us
You could be closer to your degree than you realize. CLU works with you in a seamless process to
assess past certificates, transfer credits, and even work experience that may apply to your program.
Every situation is totally unique, so we take each on a case-by-case basis.

13
100% ONLINE

13 MO. PROGRAM*

$18,150 PROGRAM COST

ACCREDITATION

No GRE or GMAT Required
*Program is designed for students to complete in 13-26 months dependent on full-time or part-time enrollment.

For more information, email admission@claremontlincoln.edu
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JOIN THE WORLD
COMMUNITY
Practical and Theoretical
CLU students learn by doing and understand policy because
they see and experience it in action. They are empowered to
tackle complex challenges and create social change every day.
Sustainability Leaders are World Leaders
There is a growing demand for leaders in sustainability and the
job titles vary. Constantly changing regulations are requiring
forward-thinking problem solvers to make a lasting difference.
A Dynamic Partnership
The internationally known and respected Lincoln Institute of
Land Policy has joined with CLU to engage students with realworld cases and cross-sector answers for current sustainability
issues. The Lincoln Institute offers a powerful connection to
a network of thought leaders who are at the forefront of finding
innovative solutions to the environmental challenges facing the
world today.

REAL WORLD
CONNECTIONS

CLU’s innovative
partnership with
the Lincoln Institute
gives students
a view of
global sustainability.

Beyond the Classroom
CLU students have access to a national network of faculty and
experts who are passionate about our planet’s sustainability issues.
Claremont Lincoln University faculty are experienced and innovative
scholar-practitioners committed to a meaningful partnership with
each student. They mentor and challenge students to find the intersections of passion, inquiry, and the practical needs of the world,
with life-changing results.
Socially Conscious Education
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MASTER OF ARTS IN
SUSTAINABILITY LEADERSHIP
The program is designed to equip students with the knowledge and skills needed in the areas of
development, the natural world, corporate responsibility, and leadership to assess and effectively
lead socially responsible initiatives. Students will learn how to critically analyze issues in order to
develop and ethically communicate high impact solutions that are sustainable.

Program Learning Objectives:
After completing the Master of Arts in Sustainability Leadership students will be able to:
• Function as a socially responsible change agent in global sustainable contexts (global change).
• Apply systems thinking to interconnected fields of study addressing the challenges related to
sustainability (systems).
• Incorporate sustainable practices to lead ethically and responsibly (leadership).
• Demonstrate the engagement skills necessary to achieve clear and accurate communication
for sustainability (communication).
• Critically analyze data to develop strategic sustainable solutions (impact analysis).

THE CLAREMONT
®
CORE
Essential Leadership Skills
The Claremont Core® is our foundation for leadership empowerment and it’s embedded in every program
and everything we do.

The CLU Difference
MINDFULNESS
Understanding the interconnected elements of the
self to elevate leadership.
DIALOGUE
Active listening to empower genuine dialogue with
others who are different from us.
COLLABORATION
Leveraging the intelligence of diverse stakeholders
to find common purpose.
CHANGE
Adapt from Core process learnings to form a plan,
enact and catalyze sustainable, meaningful change.
The CLU Capstone
Based on the Claremont Core® and building on self-understanding, dialogue, facilitation, and collaboration
skills, learners apply research and leadership knowledge to create a tangible, visible outcome of learning
applied to the workplace.
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REQUIRED COURSES
MAC5300 Leadership in Action (3 units)
Leadership in action is designed to support the exploration of leadership through self-reflection and assessment, including creating
a personal mission statement and developing a leadership philosophy. Students will review a variety of leadership assessments,
theories, and strategies on power dynamics, decision making, ethically addressing toxic leadership, conflict resolution, communication,
and cultural awareness. Students will explore practical and experiential leadership styles and consider consequences of choices in
the role of leading others. In addition, students will review and apply research strategies to develop knowledge and skills preparing
for the capstone project. The course topics center around developing key leadership and action research skills to understand
influencers in the social change process.
MSL5302 Environmental Science (3 units)
In this course students will gain a basic understanding of the interdisciplinary study of environmental science. Environmental science
encompasses many aspects of sustainability including the “triple bottom line” of economic, environmental, and social policies. The
scientific method, ecosystems, how human activities impact natural systems, biogeochemical cycles, how organisms interact within
a community, and operating principles of sustainable development will be discussed. The content will then build upon this foundation
by examining how human populations impact natural systems and how this relates to sustainable development including hazard
identification and risk assessment.
MSL5304 Earth Resources (3 units)
In this course students will develop an understanding of critical Earth resource systems including biological, mineral, water, and
atmospheric, and the interdependence of the various resource systems (water, energy, minerals, and land). The impacts of resource
use, critical factors for those resources, evolution of resource use by humans, the competition between agricultural needs and natural
ecosystems, and waste streams on the environment are discussed. Students will evaluate the inputs required from each system to
support other systems through interdependence, evaluate environmental resource values and impacts across systems, and the
instabilities that can result from interdependencies of multiple, constrained resource systems. The course concludes by discussing
future trends and limits for various Earth resource systems to enable students to develop basic proposals to address these challenges.
MSL5305 Economics and Sustainability
Sustainable business applies the foundational microeconomic principles of efficiency and equity to a variety of issues including in
business, human management, and environmental. Students will learn to use equilibrium and intertemporal analysis, as well as
non-market valuation in the pursuit of an understanding of market successes/failures, optimal resource extraction paths, renewable
resources adoption, and environmental/sustainability policy. How to conceptualize and effectively communicate market failures as
they relate to business, the environment, and social welfare will also be discussed. Additional topics are how to develop foundational
economic modeling skills used to evaluate causes and potential solutions to challenges such as supply and demand, externalities,
economic surplus, marginal analysis, and the Coase Theorem.
MSL5306 Environmental Policy and Law (3 units)
This course explores the policies, laws, and politics of environmental protection and use of natural resources. Students will review
the history of the U.S. natural resource policies and the shift from local and state governments to federal leadership on matters of
environmental health and quality protection. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) along with key federal statutes are
addressed such as the Administrative Procedure Act, Clean Air Act, the Clean Water Act, the Resource Conservation and Recovery
Act, the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and the Safe Drinking Water Act including the effects of the policies for sustainability. The roles of the three branches of the federal government are explored from a historical context in regard to natural resources
acquisition, disposal, conservation, and preservation.
MSL5307 Sustainable Resource Management (3 units)
In this course, students will explore the balance between meeting needs (and desires) of current generations without depleting
resources for future generations. Students will explore the limits of depletion for stock-limited resources and of availability for flowlimited resources. This content will be coupled with efforts to assign plausible net values to the use of various resources based on
the levels of needs addressed and how to address and communicate these values as a leader. Additionally, students will develop
value metrics to optimize the use of a selected resource system.
MSL5308 Impact Assessment (3 units)
The basic concepts of Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) and the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) can be used as a tool/
set of tools to predict potential impacts and aid in decision making for such areas of water, soil, noise, air, climate, atmospheric
quality, biological resources, cultural resources, and others. In this course, students will learn the historical background leading up
to the passage and implementation of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), setting of national priorities for the environment,
the creation of the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Topics include key
components of environmental assessment process, methods and techniques for conducting analyses relating to environmental risk,
social and economic impact, technology needs, impacts from the proposed federal actions, suggested alternatives, and the no-action
alternative.
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REQUIRED COURSES
CONT’D
Claremont Core® Courses
MCC5320 Invitation to Inquiry: Foundations of the Claremont Core® (3 units)
In this university-wide foundational course, learners begin their engagement with the four domains that make up the Claremont
Core domains: Mindfulness, Dialogue, Collaboration, and Change. These four domains consist of transferable skills and resources
that support leadership and facilitation capacities that accentuate students’ professional work. Students become familiar with
aspects of mindfulness and dialogue that will undergird their work. Concepts of collaboration and change leadership are also
introduced, and students begin the process of locating their work in a community where positive social change can be facilitated.
Finally, students also determine the scope and aim of their Capstone Projects and begin to use resources from the four Claremont
Core® domains to build their research repertoire and leadership acumen.

MSC5300 Strategic Communication: Building Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (3 units)
In a world that is reimagining what is possible, Strategic Communication: Building Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion will present
students a historic perspective of the legacy and manifestation of structural racism, and other societal and cultural marginalization
including the unintended consequences of systemic exclusion. Students will build upon the principles learned in the Claremont
Core® to create environments where difficult conversations can take place with both internal and external audiences. This course
will equip students to tackle challenges with diverse teams using language which acknowledges and respects difference to create
equitable outcomes. In this course, students analyze self, personal strengths, and biases, and accumulate tools and communication
skills in dialogue, collaboration, and bridging across divides. With these tools, students hone their abilities to build advocacy for
dismantling oppressive structures and rebuilding personal, professional, and civic spaces that maximize diversity and facilitate
equity and inclusion for all.

MCC5321 Activating the Claremont Core®: Research Methods (3 units)
This course builds on the foundational aspects of the Claremont Core®, focusing on how students can become mindful, engaged,
and inquisitive research practitioners for positive social change. Students will develop an ability to critically evaluate what research
methods are best suited for certain types of research projects. This course will specifically focus on the role of research methods
that can address, illuminate, or explain enduring and newly salient social problems. Throughout the course students will consider
the entire research design process, learning how to conceptualize, problematize, diagnose, understand, and translate findings
across social, political, environmental, healthcare, and organizational contexts. By the end of this course, students will have had
experience posing research questions, exploring their own research goals, understanding the primary components of the research
design process, and consuming a variety of styles of inquiry and action. Students will also consider course concepts in the context
of their own future projects, and begin activating the research skills they will use in Applying the Claremont Core® Capstone Course.
(Prerequisite: MCC 5320: Invitation to Inquiry: Foundations of the Claremont Core®)

Capstone Course
MCC5332 Applying the Claremont Core®: CLU Capstone (3 units)
As the culminating course in all programs, students apply skills, knowledge, and professional application learned throughout the
degree. The planning for this course begins at the start of the program, continues through the evolution of learning as students
design their projects, and peaks with students being prepared to implement the project during the capstone course. The specific
content in each student’s degree program provides a foundation for the research and design. The Capstone Project demonstrates
student mastery of program and institutional learning outcomes.
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CORE SUSTAINABILITY
CLU FACULTY
Matthew Donovan, Ph.D., Program Chair & Teaching Faculty
Matthew Donovan holds a Ph.D. from Arizona State University in Organizational Communication; his MS is from
Illinois State University in Interpersonal Communication and his BA is from Anderson University. In addition to being a member of the CLU CORE teaching faculty, Dr. Donovan works as a senior manager in corporate innovation
for a pharmacy benefits management company. His research interests span investigative pedagogy, transformational
leadership, organizational culture, and health justice. He has led strategic organizational culture efforts at a Fortune
500 company, has published in Communication Education, serves as an advisor to the Digital Therapeutics Alliance,
and is an inventor on four U.S. patents. Dr. Donovan’s areas of expertise include: Organizational Communication;
Corporate Innovation; Health Justice and Policy; Discourse of Medicine; Critical Studies; Hacktivism; Alternative
Forms of Organizing; and Transformational Leadership.

Carolyn Stevenson, Ed.D.
Carolyn Stevenson, Ed.D. completed her Ed.D. from Roosevelt University, M.B.A. from Kaplan University, and M.A.
in communication from Governor’s State University. She also received her certification in online learning from the
Illinois Online Network (sponsored by the University of Illinois). Her research interests
include: competency-based education, adult education, qualitative research, eLearning, and prior learning
assessment. Dr. Stevenson has over 20 years teaching and administrative experience in higher education at both
the undergraduate and graduate levels. Dr. Stevenson served as the Director of Education and Special Project Lead
for AWARE (Action Within a Resilient Environment) with the SeaTrust Institute.

David Brown, Ph.D.
David Brown received his Ph.D. in Environmental Toxicology from Duke University. His MS and BS are from
Ohio University and are in the field of Biology. He is currently a Professor of Biology at Marietta College.
He was the SME for the Environmental Science course. He understands CLU’s desire for an interdisciplinary
program and can pitch the science at the appropriate level to students needing to have the knowledge of
Environmental Science but not needing to be “scientists” per se. He is very familiar with CLU’s mission
and vision. He has been invaluable in helping us build the program.

Nicoletta Montefusco, J.D.
Ms. Montefusco is an international criminal and human rights lawyer, and a humanitarian law practitioner. She
practices primarily internationally before the international tribunals. She provides legal consultation to international,
intergovernmental, and nongovernmental organizations. As a Senior Rule of Law legal consultant, she is the creator
of Lex Genocidia-Lex Exterminium, the flagship project of her constituting NGO, Lex Humanitarium. In her areas
of expertise, Ms. Montefusco enjoys lecturing and providing trainings on comparative and international criminal law
and procedure as well as on international tribunals, and informal and post-conflict justice.

